
    Fun emoji  in the pouch! 

Useful tips  
for parents and teachers 

Emoji letters 
 Game example  

1. How do we teach kids letters? 
☺ Could you find a dinosaur? The child finds it. 

Your reaction: “Great job! Could you find the 
letter D-dinosaur in the pouch?” 

 ☺ What color is D-dinosaur? The child answers. 

Your reaction: “Great job! D-dinosaur is blue!” 

 ☺ How many emojis does D-dinosaur have? 

The child answers and gives the right answer. 
Your reaction: “Wow! You count so well!” 
The child answers and gives the wrong answer. 
Your reaction: “Lets take the letter D-dinosaur 
and count the emojis together. One, two… six. 
We did it! D-dinosaur has six emojis!” 
“Now we have to stop playing with letters.” 
The child wants to take more letters. 
Your reaction: “You can have D-dinosaur, but the 
rest of the letters we’ll keep in the pouch.” 
The child insists. 
Your reaction: “We can do it in a while. Could you 
say Ddd…dinosaur?” The child repeats. 
Your reaction: “Great job! Hi five!”  

 ☺ Additional attributes to the letters: 

1. Kids learn four basic colours; 
2. Kids learn counting; 
3. Kids find similarities and differences 

between the printed letters and the 
magnetic letters. 

ANS: Initiate a game with the child as it is shown 
in the examples. Have fun! 

2. At what age could we start teaching kids 
letters? 

ANS: You could start when the child is about 
three years old. 

3. How many letters could we teach a child 
per day? 

ANS: Only one letter per day. You keep all letters 
in the pouch. Only the latest letter learned by the 
child could be left on the fridge. 

4. How long do we play with the child? 

ANS: Only one minute for the first time. You want 
the child to develop their curiosity for letters.  

5. How do we name letters to the child? 

ANS: We name them as they sound. For example: 
Letter B sounds “Bbbb… banana.” 

6. Why do we teach kids by sounds? 

ANS: We want kids to join two sounds together 
for making syllables which will help them to start 
reading faster. The alphabet sounds such as “Bi” 
confuse many children and make it harder for 
them to learn the syllables. 
Close your eyes and pick a new emoji letter from 

the pouch! 

Let it be a surprise for the child! ☺ 
 

More useful tips are coming on YouTube Natadity Natadity 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb8JX7VCRdTAcXwZi5AWaEw 

Our website: https://www.natadity.com/ 

 

https://www.natadity.com/

